
In a world where babies run everything, 
little Rockers rebel against nap time 
and teacher’s pets become class 
presidents with ‘free pizza Fridays’. In 
this world all work is play and nothing 
is dull cuz it’s all a lil’ surprising and 
outrageous!
 
L.O.L dolls are small collectable dolls 
popular with girls aged 6-9. They come 
in a ball which is covered with 7 layers 
and each layer contains a different 
surprise for example Stickers. Once 
each layer is peeled off the doll is 
found inside.
 
Blueprint’s new collection of stationery 
and bags with hidden surprises of their 
own is sure to be a hit with L.O.L fans 
everywhere!

Notebook
LOLS3291
A5 Hardback Notebook with a surprise 
sheet of stickers inside.
Pack Size 12/36 (in a CDU)

Pom Pom Pen 
LOLS3296
Pen with a pom pom, LOL 
topper and surprise glitter ink.
Pack Size 12/96 (in a Tub)

Lockable Notebook
LOLS3292
A6 Lockable notebook with 
a hidden pencil inside.
Pack Size 8/32 (in a CDU)

Gel Pen Set
LOLS3297
Set of 4 gel pens 
with surprise glitter ink.
Pack Size 8/72 (in a CDU)

Multi Colour Pen
LOLS3295
10 Colour pen with a glitterball topper.

Pack Size 8/144 (in a CDU)

Pom Pom Pen Stationery Set
LOLS3299
2 pencils, eraser, sharpener and 
folded ruler with a hidden mirror
Pack Size 8/64 (in a CDU)



Deluxe Stationery Set
LOLS3302
Zip lock wallet containing ballpen, 
pencil, ruler, eraser, sharpener, 
notepad and 8 fi bre pens.
Pack Size 8/48 (in a CDU)

Filled Pencil Case
LOLS3301
Zip around case containing pencil, ballpen, 
ruler, eraser, sharpener, 7 coloured pencils, 
7 fi bre pens and a notepad.
Pack Size 4/24 (in a CDU)

Activity Set 
LOLS3303
Card wallet containing 8 A4 
activity sheets, 12 A4 colouring sheets, 
6 felt pens and a surprise sheet of stickers.
Pack Size 10/60 (in a CDU)

Pencil Case
LOLS3304
Barrel pencil case with heart charm.

Pack Size 6/72 (in a CDU)

Messenger Bag
LOLS3306
Messenger bag with PVC front pocket. Size 
approx. 34cm w x 27cm h x 9cm d

Pack Size 6/36

Backpack  
LOLS3307
Fabric backpack with front pocket and 
side mesh pocket to hold a water bottle. 
Approximate size 38cm w x 37cm h x 10cm d
Pack Size 6/24


